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INTRODUCTION

The Team at Northern Territory Construction and Civil (NTCC) has a history of completing complex projects 
to the highest of standards.  In order to maximise economic opportunities to project the Northern Territory 
into a stronger position and promote longevity and prosperity, this proposal will address a number of 
key strategic aspects.  These include boosting tourism and job creation while attracting investment to 
the Territory, structural and regulatory reform and building on the Territory’s strategic advantages, while 
strengthening ties with investors and trade partners.

TOURISM

The domestic tourism sector was worth $148.7 billion in 2018/19 to the national economy.  The Northern 
Territory’s share in this revenue in the same period was $2.5 billion or 6.2% of the Australian market.  The 
total number of visitors to the Northern Territory in the 2018/19 period was approximately 1.96 million, 
of which 14% were international tourists with expenditures of $435 million.  The coronavirus has had an 
enormous impact on the domestic economy, especially the tourist sector, with figures not yet available on 
the cumulative effect of the virus for 2020.  Furthermore, due to the current international uncertainty, the 
majority of the international tourism market will be lost and tourist expenditure drastically reduced due 
to State and Territory border closures, with a large portion of the domestic markets also being significantly 
reduced.

Due to the large distances travelled throughout the Northern Territory, tourists are seeking to have quality 
facilities available to them during their stayover, which include camp grounds, hotels, caravan parks and 
resorts.  Word of mouth reports indicate that a large percentage of tourism venues in the Northern Territory 
are not meeting tourist expectations due to ageing facilities, having a flow on effect to the entire Territory.

For example, the Northern Territory was renowned as having some of the best roads in the country during 
the 1980’s and 1990’s, however, due to limited road development and spending over the past 20 years, this 
has now diminished.  A number of roads within National Parks leading to waterfalls and other significant 
attractions are generally impassable for periods during the peak tourist season due to lack of maintenance.  
This limits the amount of time tourists spend visiting these attractions and diminish the reputation of the 
Territory as a tourist destination, adversely impacting tourism earnings.  Furthermore, establishing the 
Northern Territory roads to a high standard would also allow the Live Cattle Export Industry to continue 
transporting livestock for another 4-8 weeks of the year, increasing revenue for the livestock transporters, 
and cattle station enterprises while maintaining employment within the industry. 

The Northern Territory has some of the most iconic and desirable destinations in Australia with people 
travelling from all over the country and internationally to visit these locations.  To attract and retain 
tourists and return tourism, the Territory needs to develop industry leading facilities.  

Proposal 

• Offer tax incentives for small, medium and large enterprises (similar to the Federal Governments 
Asset Write Off).  These incentives can be utilised to renovate, improve infrastructure or create new 
developments.
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• Offer Business Grants to eligible enterprises which can be used in conjunction with the previously 
mentioned Tax Incentives to develop tourist facilities and infrastructure.  This  will promote employment 
opportunities, economic spending and asset improvements across the Territory. 

• The tax incentives and grants should be scalable to allow for remote areas as the costs of development 
in these areas are higher than in urban zones.  

• A review evaluating key Territory tourist facilities to comparable facilities in other Australian States and 
Territory’s should be compiled.  Once completed, the review should be used to generate an industry 
standard for future development.  This standard should be be provided for such locations to enable a 
clear pathway for businesses to redevelop and provide industry leading facilities.  Suggested areas to 
participate in the review include (but are not limited) to the following:

 Ò Barkly Homestead;

 Ò Threeways Roadhouse;

 Ò Cape Crawford Roadhouse;

 Ò Top Springs;

 Ò The Bark Hut;

 Ò Corroboree Park Tavern;

 Ò Renner Springs;

 Ò Daly Waters;

 Ò Mataranka Lodge; and

 Ò All Caravan Parks throughout the Northern Territory.

• The Territory road infrastructure requires improvement to enable safer and more enjoyable travel 
conditions for the tourists.  All places of interest should have an all weather access road (accessible in 
all conditions except peak monsoonal flooding) to allow tourists to visit and promote the areas.  These 
include National Parks and local and national roads.  The Sports Utility Vehicle (SUV) and adventure 
vehicle market is a rapidly growing area of interest in Australia.  However, to cater for the large 
majority of travellers, tourists would prefer 2WD accessibility to the majority of tourist attractions 
within the tourist season. 

• Territory border signage and promotion should be upgraded with the majority of these being outdated 
and/or in a state of disrepair.  NTCC suggests creating new designs and artwork to promote the ‘NT 
Atmosphere’ as soon as travellers cross the border.

• Complete a feasibility study into having a Mono-Rail within the Kakadu National Park or Arnhem Land 
Wetland areas.  This would be a major infrastructure project for the Northern Territory which would 
generate great economic growth and employment opportunities.

• The Northern Territory has one of the highest rates of recreational water vessel ownership in Australia 
supporting activities such as fishing, water skiing and jetski water sports, provided the facilities are in 
place.  The introduction of a Recreational Marine License would generate additional revenue streams 
which could be used to develop new recreational infrastructure, creating employment opportunities 
and opening up new areas attractive to recreational tourists. 
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A feasibility study should be completed into the financial and social benefits for current locations throughout 
the Northern Territory that can be expanded to accommodate such activities or develop new recreational 
water infrastructure such as dams. 

The Territory is world famous for its recreational fishing industry and fishing attracts a significant portion 
of the total Territory tourism market.  Within Australia, other States have implemented Recreational 
Fishing Licenses which are typically costed at approximately $35 annually.  NTCC suggests implementing an 
affordable Fishing and Recreation Licence for Territory Residents along with specific licenses for tourists 
with shorter timeframe requirements.  This would generate another revenue stream for the Government 
which could be used to support further tourist infrastructure development such as boat ramps, artificial 
reefs and improved amenities in these locations.  

Cannonball Run 

The initial Cannonball Run in 1994 delivered a lot of media attention, tourism and promotion of the Northern 
Territory.  It is proposed to investigate re-instating the Cannonball Run beginning in 2022, with the aim of 
making it an annual race.  Careful planning and correspondence with leading Motor-Racing Corporations in 
Australia would be required, as would continuous improvements to safety and all overarching aspects of 
the run.  Due to the locations of the event (Alice Springs to Darwin), tourism would be stimulated in towns 
along the race path and consequently, generate economic benefits for local communities and the Territory 
Economy.  

MINING, LNG AND WATER

The Mining Industry has been one of the major revenue generators for the Northern Territory economy.  
However, the Mining Industry has been in decline for a number of years due to various reasons ranging from 
a lack of investment and new exploration, increasing ‘green’ tape and shifting global markets.  

The LNG industry is relatively new to the Northern Territory and could provide substantial economic benefits, 
however, there are considerable environmental issues and concerns moving forward with this industry.

Current water utilisation rates in the Northern Territory are broken down as follows:

• 75% is utilised in Urban Consumption;

• 12% is utilised for Irrigation;

• 6% is utlised for Pastoral Consumption;

• 5% for other Rural Consumption; and

• 2% is used in the Mining Industry.

Water infrastructure within the Northern Territory is limited with only three major dams currently constructed 
within the Territory (Darwin River Dam, Manton Dam and the Mary Anne Dam at Tennant Creek).
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Proposal 

NTCC proposes to expand on the Territory’s existing water infrastructure.  Further expansion should open 
up new industries and opportunities throughout the Northern Territory improving economic investment for 
all of the above sectors.  Given the vast land available within the Northern Territory, this should provide 
ample opportunity for Government and private investment to the development of new areas for farming, 
irrigation, pastoral, and the mining sectors.

NTCC also proposes:

• A review of the approval process for extractive resource developments and comparing this with Domestic 
and International standards.  

• Implementing leading approval timeframes for new projects and existing expansions, with a target of a 
maximum 12-18 months to approve all submissions.  

• Developing a timeline for project submissions that is comparable or exceeds current Domestic and 
International standards.  All projects should be measured against this and any delays should follow a 
strict, performance based set of guidelines to reduce interruptions.  Any outstanding proposals outside 
of these timeframes should be given priority to fast track these projects.

• Providing priority to those projects that will immediately benefit localised communities and create 
economic and social benefits. 

• Developing an Industry Approval Committee consisting of Government officials and consultants from the 
Private sector.

• Upgrading key infrastructure to support resource projects.  For example, upgrading  the Tanami track 
will not only provide economic benefits for the local Mine, but it will also provide a large economic 
benefit for the local Northern Territory community and businesses.  

• Supporting projects like Arafura Resources Nolan’s Project, Core Lithium’s Grants Project and TNG’s Mt. 
Peake Project.  These can offer rapid financial returns for the Northern Territory and local economies.  
Supporting these projects will also demonstrate to other potential business enterprises that the Northern 
Territory is ‘Open for Business’. 

• Developing a complete and comprehensive database of underground services throughout the Northern 
Territory in conjunction with the LNG industry, depending on the approvals that are given.  The Northern 
Territory Government should mandate that wherever gas pipe-lines are completed by LNG producers, an 
associated water pipeline shall also be completed (with a specified minimum diameter and provided by 
the Northern Territory Government).  This will enable more efficient development of water infrastructure 
by co-developing water and gas pipelines and cost-sharing with the LNG industry.  This would enable 
water to be transferred across areas of the Territory which will develop with the LNG industry as well 
as future drought proofing benefits.

• Completing a feasibility study to provide data on large storage dams at selected locations throughout the 
Northern Territory.  Examples of areas which could be considered for new infrastructure development 
include the Adelaide River Catchment as well as catchments near Katherine and Mataranka.  Upgrades 
to existing infrastructure at Mary Anne Dam and Alice Springs should also be examined.   Professionals 
within the farming, irrigation, pastoral, rural and the mining sectors should be consulted to ascertain 
demand and long term viability of selected projects.  These projects would provide industry development 
in these areas and enable economic benefits for local communities. 
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• Consulting with Department of Primary Industries and Resources to conduct a study on appropriate 
farming and irrigation regions to establish a water pipeline.  

• Developing a resource industry approvals board consisting of government officials and private enterprise 
to develop strict guidelines and timeframes in which new resource projects need to be completed.
Due to the extenuating timeframes from conception to implementation under the current system, a 
reasonable percentage of projects become too expensive for companies to sustain which can also reduce 
investment in future projects.  In order to mitigate issues within the approvals process, this process 
should be streamlined with industry best practice.  The Mining and LNG industries have the capacity 
to generate enormous economic benefits for the Northern Territory with the approval of new projects.  

• Reviewing all current applications for new and existing Mining and LNG projects in order to highlight 
current issues within project approval submissions and the approval process. 

• Creating a Liaison Board with members from the Northern Territory Cattleman’s Association, Mining / 
LNG Experts and the Northern Land Council to oversee the communication between the Government 
and Land Holders in order to improve relationships and approval timeframes for submissions.

RENEWABLE ENERGY

Complete a feasibility study for all areas currently utilising Diesel Power Generation and review viability of 
alternative renewable power sources for communities targeted for installation of power lines.

Proposal

• Solar energy

• Reduced electricity bills

• Diverse applications

• Low maintenance costs

• Technology development

• Cost compared to regular power sources

• Wind power to provide clean, green energy

Renewable energy projects will offer long term savings for the domestic Northern Territory economy while  
reducing the environmental footprint of the power generation industry.  Renewable energy projects are 
scalable to the needs of the end consumer and can be constructed primarily in their location (providing 
new employment opportunities and reduced wastage in the form of expensive transmission lines). Standard 
overhead high voltage powerlines will require far greater ongoing maintenance, resulting in higher costs 
and a larger long term footprint on the environment as well as being more susceptible to damage during 
cyclonic events.

The benefits to the economy for these projects will be substantial.  These will not only generate wealth 
for the Northern Territory’s economy but also for local communities.  The following are points that will 
generate income benefits especially in the remote areas:
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• Accommodation for the implementation and ongoing maintenance stages of the project;

• Fuel sales;

• Food and dining;

• Employment opportunities for locals;

• Opportunities for localised contractors to supply equipment for the projects;

• Transport and logistics;

• Vehicle hire; and

• Trade supplies.   

HOUSING AND COMMERCIAL

Remote area housing represents a large portion of the Northern Territory’s annual budget, due to the 
current economic climate and focus on remote area housing.  It represents a solid opportunity to review 
and improve the current building standards and practises engaged by the State.

Proposal

• Enable industry best standards and fit for purpose buildings that are suitable for each area.

• Standardising housing models should provide economic benefits from start to finish.

• Complete a review on long term sustainability of various housing options and materials currently being 
utilised with a strong focus on the environmental issues, long term sustainability and cost effectiveness. 

• The Northern Territory has a large amount of land available for Residential and Commercial purposes.  
Unnecessarily restricting the release of land increases costs for investors and can deter investment 
in the Northern Territory.  Reducing costs for investors should generate increased investment from all 
sectors allowing varying demographics into these areas which would stimulate the economy and provide 
long term affordability.  The timely release of land to reduce costs will help stimulate investment.

WORKFORCE PROPOSAL

Implement a Training and Personal Development Plan for remote area communities, which will include (but 
not limited to) the following:

• Targeting specific industries with the potential for growth in the Northern Territory which will increase 
employment prospects for Territorians.  Examples of industries which have potential for growth include 
mining, tourism, mechanical and electrical trades, hairdressing, engineering, health, construction 
trades and animal husbandry. 

• Providing suitable infrastructure to facilitate training in remote areas, supporting the development of 
skilled labour and employment opportunities for youth in remote communities.   
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CONCLUSION

In summary, Northern Territory Construction and Civil recognises the issues that the Northern Territory is 
currently facing and is actively invested in finding viable long term, sustainable solutions.

NTCC has proposed that the boosting of tourism, expansion of Mining, LNG and Water infrastructure and 
renewable energy solutions will provide a cost effective, environmentally responsible alternative with 
long term economic benefits.  With the high cost of residential and commercial construction in regional 
and remote communities presenting multiple issues, an innovative cost effective solution to this sector 
has been considered and projected.  The successful implementation of each of these proposals provides 
an unprecedented opportunity for the generation of sustainable employment opportunities and promoting 
increased economic prosperity across the Northern Territory.


